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Author correction: past continental 
shelf evolution increased Antarctic 
ice sheet sensitivity to climatic 
conditions
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Stefano prato

Correction to: Scientific Reports https ://doi.org/10.1038/s4159 8-018-29718 -7, published online on 27 July 2018

The Acknowledgements section in this Article is incomplete.

“This work is supported by the PNRA national Italian project PNRA16_00016, “West Antarctic Ice Sheet 
History from Slope Processes – Eastern Ross Sea (WHISPERS)” and by the MAE bilateral Italy-US project 
US16GR04, “Global Sea Level Rise & Antarctic Ice Sheet Stability predictions: guessing future by learning from 
past (GSLAISS)”. We acknowledge the CMCC Foundation for providing computing resources. This research is 
a contribution to the SCAR PAIS program (https ://www.scar.org/scien ce/pais/).”

should read:

“This work is supported by OGS and CINECA under HPC-TRES Program Award Number 2018-01, by the 
PNRA national Italian projects PNRA16_00016 WHISPERS and PNRA16_00293 GLEVORS, and by the MAE 
bilateral Italy-US Project US16GR04, “Global Sea Level Rise & Antarctic Ice Sheet Stability predictions: guess-
ing future by learning from past (GSLAISS)”. We acknowledge the CMCC Foundation for providing computing 
resources. We acknowledge the Antarctic Seismic Data Library (https ://sdls.ogs.tries te.it) for providing open 
access to international marine seismic data. This research is a contribution to the SCAR PAIS program (https ://
www.scar.org/scien ce/pais/).”
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